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Resolution fails | Winthrop

Christmas

Cheer

in faculty vote
Russell Danford

News Writer

Faculty members voted
down a proposed resolution
Friday which would have asked
the administration to alter the
format for making departmental budget-reduction proposals.
The resolution, introduced
and passed Nov. 20 during a
faculty assembly of the College
of Arts and Sciences, called on
the administration to present
proposals for non-academic
budget cuts before considering
budget cuts for academic pro-

Winthrop's "Christmas
Magnolia" get's its first
lighting Monday night, left,
while children visit with
Santa Claus, below. Monday
evening marked the campus
Christmas celebration,
featuring performances by
various musical groups from
campus, the lighting of the
tree, and a visit from Saint
Nick.

grams. Included in the resolution was a request to the administration for the release of
statistics on departmental budget cuts for the past two years.
William Blough, faculty
representative, said the resolution is necessary to insure
that faculty see the "whole picture" before any final budgetreduction decisions are made.
Blough also said the resolution was mis-interpreted in
editorials by The Johnsonian
and The Herald, which critiSee FACULTY; pg. 5

Journalism professor
to speak at graduation
Special to The Johnsonian
Chuck Stone, University
of North Carolina professor of
journalism, will speak at the
commencement ceremony,
which will be held 11 a.m., Dec.
19 in Winthrop University
Coliseum.
Approximately 350 graduates and undergraduates will
receive degrees.
Stone will about what he
calls America's new direction
to "multicultural splendor." He
will urge students to take the
challenge to make this world
conform to their ideas.
Stone presently writes a
nationally syndicated column
for United Media. In 1972, he
began his career in newspapers by working for the Daily
News.
He holds seats on many
nationals boards, including the
NAACP and the National Association of Black Journalists,
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Seniors anxiously
awaiting ceremony
See pg. 2
of which he is a founding member. Stone has held many
teaching and visiting professorships in colleges such as
Harvard University, Syracuse
University, Trinity College and
Columbia College.
In his first year at UNC,
Stone received many awards,
including the Student Undergraduate Teaching Award and
the Senior Class Favorite Faculty Award. Last year, the
Philadelphia Daily News established an award in his name.
Stone has also been involved in politics. He served as
an aide to the late U.S. Rep
Adam Clayton Powell, one of
the only two black congressman between 1945-1955.

Photo by Joel Nichols

Johnson Hall full of history Ardaiolo: Winthrop
by Tammy Galloway

News Writer

Renovations to Johnson
Hall will likely be completed
in July 1993, said Bill Culp,
assistant vice president of
Renovations and Special
Projects. Johnson Hall used
to be the student activities
building. The YWCA used to
be located there, as well as
Winthrop's junior and senior
dances, Culp explained.
Culp said that during
WWII, t,he basement of
Johnson Hall was a canteen,
sort of like Dinkins, where
students (back then all girls)
were allowed to socialize.
Air corp cadets were stationed at Winthrop during

this war. A siren, which still
exists on the roof of Johnson
Hall, was used to practice air
rades for the college and for the
surrounding community. Culp
said the siren will hopefully
remain a part of Johnson Hall
throughout the renovations.
Other things, however, are
being changed. The auditorium
is being enlarged again, Culp
said. This time there are spaces
for two wheelchairs. A new elevator is being installed which
gives handicapped persons access to every floor. An emergency telephone, like the ones
located in parking lots across
campus, is a part of the new
elevator, Culp said. This telephone is linked directly to pub-

lic safety and may be traced
if the elevator gets stuck or if
someone is in danger.
The halls have been widened to meet standards which
allow enough space for a
wheelchair to turn around.
The bathrooms have been
enlarged to accomodate
wheelchairs, and new drinking fountains, with handicapped facilities, have been
installed, said Culp.
Fire exits have been
brought up to modern standards, Culp said. Additional
stairs have been installed to
increase possible exits in different parts of the building,
said Culp. To meet the fire
See JOHNSON, pg.5

not suitcase college

by Janet Brindle
Staff Writer
"Winthrop really is not a
suitcase college," said Frand
Ardaiolo, vice presidentfor Student Life and the convener of
the Quality Improvement
Team fo Enhancing Weekend
Student Life.
"Research has shown us
that 50 percent of resident students remain on campus during the weekend. The goal of
QIP is to foster student and
campus community development by enhancing weekend
student life."
Ardaiolo said that the ru-

mor that Winthrop is a suitcase college has been a selffulfilling prophecy in the past.
There was a lack of communication to students about what
was going on.
In an effort to change this
problem, a flyer called
Winthrop This Weekend,
which describes in detail what
is going on is distributed to all
of the reidence halls. Also,
students, will soon be able to
call 323-4FUN in order to find
out what activities are being
offered.
Goals in the

ear future

See SUITCASE, pg.5
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News Briefs
Thursday

• Congress attempts to make
financial aid simple, balanced

•Alcoholics Anonymous will has open discussion meetings
every Thursday in Dinkins 220 at 8 p.m.

Announcements
•Your Student Government Association would like to wish
everyone good luck on their upcoming exams and also hopes
that all of you have a very merry and very safe holiday:
• Any male student interested in participating in the 1993
Mr. Ebonite Pageant should contact Tiffany Armstrong at ext.
4104, Sharon Allan at ext. 3267, Shannon Lee at 3037 or Benita
Harris at ext. 3311.
• The Association of Ebonites is seeking people to fill three
executive officer positions: program chairperson, project chairperson, and parliamentarian. Interested students may pick up
applications in Dinkins or contact Sharon Allen at ext. 3267,
Roshunda at ext. 3644, or Cedric Jones at ext. 3608.
•Anyone who is interested in becoming a member of the
Judicial Board can pick up an application at the Student
Government Association office at Dinkins 212.
•Any male orfemale student interested in participating in the
Winthrop University Chorale next semester should contact
Robert Edgerton at 4512. Individual auditions for singers in all
voice ranges are currently being held.
News Briefs must be received by 5 p.m. Friday. They must
be typed or written legibly and cannot exceed 45 words
Announcements received after this time may not be
printed, depending on space available.

availability, Frierson suggested
that students only borrow what
they need.
The student can be the borrower, but the student is responsible for repayingthe loan,
Frierson said.
Greater loan availability is
good for middle income families because they will have access to more funds, Frierson
explained.
For example, a small family with an income of $40,000$50,000, with one child in college used to be ineligible for the
Stafford Loan.
Now, the Unsubsidized
Stafford Loan Program for
Middle Income Families exists, and the chances of this
family receivingloan assistance
have greatly increased,
Frierson said.
The Unsubsidized Stafford
Loans, available to students for
spring 1993, are made available under conditions that do
not necessarily include need,
Frierson said.
There is no repayment of
principle required while the
student is enrolled.
The student is now responsible for accrued interest during enrollment, since the government will not pay the interest on the loan, she said.
She added that an option of
deferred payment of interest is
available.
During the 1992-93 aca-

demic year, loan amounts are
limited to $2625 for first and
second-year undergraduates,
$4000 for third and fourth-year
undergraduates, and $7500 for
graduate students, Frierson
said.
Frierson said the financial
aid application process must
be completed for students to
be eligible for the Unsubsidized
Stafford Loan.
The new financial aid applications for the 1993-94 academic year will be available to
students when they return
from Christmas vacation,
Frierson said.
Frierson said the new legislation, a 200 page document,
has affected many more areas
than loans including the
amount of money available for
Pell Grants.
It has been authorized for
the Pell Grants to increase to
$3700 for a full-time student,
but this wasn't funded by the
Senate Appropriations Committee. Therefore, students
will receive only $2400 this
year, and only $2300 next year,
Frierson explained.
Therefore, it looks like an
increase of funds on paper,
but it will actually decrease ,
while eligibility for loans increases, she said.
For more information on
the new student-aid law. contact the Financial Aid Department at 2189.

to increase, and each year we
get more new pledgers," said
The Winthrop Alumni An- Duncan. "Lastyear we received
nual Fund 1993 Phonathon, 5,000 pledges out of the 18,000
which will be held Jan.24- people we called."
Feb.25, Sun-Thurs. from 6:30"The majority of the alumni
9:30 p.m., will raise money for who are called are positive and
scholarships and update the interested in what is going on
records of alumni.
at Winthrop. A lot of that is
Forty Winthrop students due to the energetic and enthuwere hired in order to call the siastic callers," Duncan said.
19,000 alumni which will be "They are a special group of
reached during the event.
students. They mean a great
The Student Alumni Coun- deal to the program and will
cil is also a source for volun- always be a special part of Winteers.
throp."
Approximately $150,000
Callers also promote class
was pledged last year, and reunions to pledge and remind
Nancy McCoy Duncan, who is alumni of memberships in gift
in charge of the Phonathon, clubs.
hopes to raise even more this
When alumni pledge, they
year.
are mailed pledge envelopes,
Callers will contact alumni which include a brochure of
who have graduated since the what is going on at Winthrop
1930s and who have not given and space to write important
donations yet this year.
information about themselves
"Every year pledges seem which can be included in Win-

throp Magazine's Class Notes.
Caller Gregan Richardson
designed thelogo for this year's
Phonathon stationery, and
Mindy Schneider is the Student Chairman of the
Phonathon.
Callers were required to
go through an extensive application process so that Winthrop will be represented in
a professional manner to all of
the alumni who take pride in
their school. They are also
required to attend and complete a series of training sessions .
"These callers will eventually be our best alumni volunteers and pledgers, because
they know about all the hard
work this project entails,"
Duncan said.
Other programs which
Duncan's office is involved in
include direct mailings to
alumni and magazine ads.

by Tammy Galloway

News Writer
Every five years, the Senate and House meet to reauthorize the Higher Education
Act. To do this, they look at
existing programs in order to
see how they can improve
them, said Claudia Frierson,
director of Financial Aid.
Frierson explained that
the Higher Education Amendments of 1992 are bringing
many changes to the financial
community.
Some aspects of the legislation became effective July
23, 1992 when the amendments were signed into law,
while others became effective
Oct. 1,
Frierson said. Most of the
aspects, however, that affect
Winthrop students will be most
noticeable during 1993-94 financial aid processing.
Frierson explained there
were two main goals of the 1992
reauthorization legislation.
The first goal was to simplify
the financial aid process, she
said, and the second was to
correct the imbalance between
loans and grants.
She said the legislation
succeeded at simplifying the
financial aid process. However,
the legislation left an imbalance between loans and grants,
with many more loans being
available.
Because of the easier loan

Graduating seniors
will miss good times
they had at Winthrop Students to call 19,000 alumni
in Phonathon set for early '93
by Kaetrena Davis
Features Writer

Asfinalexams draw closer
for all students, something bigger is in store for some seniors,
and that is graduation. It
takes places Dec. 19 at Winthrop Coliseum.
All of them will be leaving
the University behind, but
what is more important are
the memories of their alma
mater that will stay with them
for a lifetime.
Ann Johnson, a sociology
major, said she first came to
Winthrop because it had small
classes.
"I didn't want to be just a
number," she said.
Adrianne Schute, an English major, said she came to
Winthrop to major in education and stay close to home.
The size of the campus was
also a factor, Schute said.
Along with academic reasons, the social life that the
students have become accus-

tomed to will also be left behind.
Sisters and brothers made
during Greek pledges, as well
as other friends, will be missed.
But there are those students
who will be able to keep their
friends with them, even after
they graduate. Meredith Wilson, a biology major, met her
fiancee, Matthew Killian (an
earlier graduate of Winthrop)
here.
The seniors readily admit
there are some things that they
won't miss about Winthrop,
namely the work and stress of
test-takingandgoingtoclasses.
So underclassmen, keep
the faith and keep trying for
that reservation to the most
coveted ceremony of your academic life. And to the graduating seniors of this semester or
the next, good luck!
Spring semester ceremonies take place May 9, 1993.

We're open until midnight
every night. Come on over
for an exam break.

S*odwictiStap~

Cherry Road across
from Lee Wicker Hall
329-0073

Buy any sub or salad and two
22oz. drinks and receive any
sub or salad of equal value or
less for FREE!

Open 7 days
Coupon Expires
*es 12/19/92^

by Janet Brindle
Staff Writer

Got an interesting
s t o r y you w a n t to
write about?
Come and work for
The Johnsonian. We
have staff meetings
every Monday at 5
p.m. We want to hear
from you.

15% off for students and faculty zoitfi I'D.

Sara E. Good

137 North Herlong Ave.
I'illage Square
Rock Hill. SC 29730
803-324-7337

INSTANT
CASH
AND

SELL US YOUR BOOKS

IN ADDITION TO INSTANT CASH,
RECEIVE $1 BONUS CREDIT FOR
$10 IN TEXTBOOKS SOLD!! ALSOBOOKS
BOUGHT

SPENP
BONUS BUCKS
ON ANY
MERCHANDISE
INTHE
STORE!!

WINTHROP
SHOPPE

BACK IN
THE DINKINS
STUDENT
CENTER

College & l%rtle Streets

THE FIRSTSTOP TO INTELLIGENT LIFE INTHE UNIVERSE!!
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Greek Happenings
A B IS b Z H o l K A M N E O II P I T Y«DX
The Greek Happenings column is a way for Greek
organizations on campus to make announcements to the
student body.
•Congratulations to the Kappa Sigma Warhawks on their
accomplishments in flag football. We are proud of you. We
would also like to thank everyone who supported us this
semester in various activities. Good luck on your exams.
Happy holidays and we will see you next semester.
•Congratulations to the new brothers of the Epsilon Eta
chapter of Pi Kappa Phi:
Gerard Oakley
Morri Creech
Eddie Donaldson Grayson Yeargin
John Norwood
Also, congratulations and good luck to our new officers:
Archon - Erik Smith
Vice Archon - Rick McDonald
Treasurer - Doug Keller
Secretary - Gerard Oakley
Warden - Chalmers Johnson
Historian - Grayson Yeargin
Chaplain - James Troyan

Students seek job opportunities
through national conference

representatives about the possibilities of internships.
Alvin McEwen, 21, a junWinthrop University students attended the Minority ior mass communication maJob Conference in November jor under the journalism track
looking for jobs and intern- from Columbia, S.C., said, " I
got a lot of excellent contacts
ships.
Ten students and a profes- for internships and even some
sorfromthe mass communica- job offers. The conference was
tion department attended the very successful for print, but
conference in Baltimore, Md., not for broadcast." McEwen,
sponsored by the Society of the news editor of The JohnsoProfessional Journalists, one nian, said he would recommend
ofthelargestprofessionaljour- all mass communication manalism organizations in the jors attend next year.
For some students, hownation. The purpose was for
students to interview with rep- ever, the conference wasn't so
successful.
resentatives from large and
Denise Urian, 22, a senior
small newspapers, radio and
television stations. The stu- mass communication major
dents also networked with the under the broadcasting track

• Th^ brothers of Sigma Nu would like to thank their little
sistersforthe dinner Sunday night. We also would like to invite
everyone out to Rush next semester. We wish everyone good
luck on their exams and to have a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year.
•The Mu Xi chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, Inc.
wishes everyone good luck on their final exams and a Merry
Christmas and Happy New Year. The sorors congratulates
Soror Carla Simon and her dancers for sharing their talents in
the art of dance during the Kwanza celebration.
•The brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon would like to wish all
Winthrop students a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
We would also like to invite anyone interested in rushing next
semester to call 324-9432 for more information.
•The lota Phi chapter of Alpha Kappa Psi professional
business fraternity would like to congratulate and welcome our
new members:
Elliot Arnold
Tajuana Devine
Denise Dunlap
Dejuana Hanna
Wendy Harrison
We would also like to congratulate and wish good luck to the
graduating seniors:
Tera Johnson
Maria Mayfield
Shannon Ravan
Stephanie Mitchell
•Congratulations to Zeta Tau Alpha for winning the FlagFootball Intramural Championship. Kappa Sigma, we couldn't
have done it without you.
Greek Happening announcements must be received by 5
p.m. Friday. They must be typed or written legibly and
cannot exceed 45 words, excluding names. Those more
than 45 words or not received by the deadline may not be
printed depending on space available.

The news
department
of The
Johnsonian
wishes
everyone a safe
Merry Christmas
and a Happy New
Year!

by Byron Putnam

Special to The Johnsonian

See CONFERENCE, pg. 5

CASH FOR
BONANZA

•!«!
4

*

Be a big winner two ways. First, by selling your books for cash. Second by
playing "Cash For Books Bonanza." Get a free game card when you sell your
books back. Then simply scratch off the prize area to see if you're an instant winner.
Stop by the bookstore for a complete list of prizes, rules and regulations*

WIN BONUS PRIZES
We buy all books with current market value

Bookworm

fee
TEXTBOOKS FOR LESS!!

SOUTH CAROLINA, INC.

*No purchase is necessary. Offer void where prohibited.

Ring Sizing
Remounting, Appraisals

1043 Charlotte Ave.
327-7161

(David's
Jewelry Impair
Chain Soldering
Custom Design

from Smyrna, Del., said, M I
was very disappointed. It was
a big waste of time for me."
Urian said the conference was
unorganized and that she didn't
get anything out of it. " The
conference was geared more
towardjoumalists. There were
far more representatives from
newspapers than radio and
television," she said.
Reginald Steward, the regional editor of Knight Ridder
newspapers, one of the nation's
largest newspaper corporations, said the conference offered invitations for more
broadcast representatives to
come, but they didn't respond.

David Curry

Open 7 Days until midnight.
BUY ANY HOAGIE
| ||i^ff#jLI|| 1
GET A 2nd FOR
1^2 P R I C E
STEAffn HOAGIE

Z 324-3000
J 760 CHERRY ROAD

TdSte the
difference!

Located across ®
from the Commons I
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FACULTY
Continued from pg. 1
cized the faculty for not working with the administration to
solve the current budget problems.
Blough said academic and
non-academic departments
should "proceed along parallel
lines" in formingbudget-reduction proposals, but faculty
should see the entire plan "before they go behind the curtain."
Roger Baumgarte, professor of psychology, said
Winthrop's problems are not
caused by the administration
but are a result of insufficient
state support for higher education.
Baumgarte called the proposed resolution "divisive" and
"non-productive" and asked the
faculty to vote against the resolution.
In an attempt to solidify
opposition, Richard Houk, biology professor, told the faculty the resolution is a product
of "a certain group of professors who reside in Kinard" who
"tend to talk themselves into a
frenzy."
Houk said outside communities have interpreted the
resolution negatively, a refer-

Police Beat
provements, heating and cooling systems and a computer
POLICE BEAT is a weekly column featured through the
link between on-campus and
collaboration of the Winthrop University Police Department and
off-campus buildings.
The Johnsonian. The purpose of POLICE BEAT is to provide
The state Budget and ConWinthrop students, faculty and staff with an awareness of crime
trol Board is expected to make
and criminal offenses which could occur on campus or in the
a decision on this issue by
surrounding community.
February.
12-3-92 Larceny from auto
DiGiorgio also discussed
The complaintant stated that she parked her car at he coliseum
the changing demands being
and went inside. A few days later, she noticed several items
placed on higher education and
missing from the car. The vehicle was entered by unknown
the effects this is having at
means and there was no apparant damage. Stolen was a tennis
Winthrop.
racket, a racquetball racket, two Nike jackets and a pair of Nike
DiGiorgio said legislators
running pants.
are providing less money for
higher education but have in12-6-92 Larceny from auto
creased expectations for these
The complaintant stated that she parked her car in front of
institutions.
Margaret Nance, leaving her pocket book in the passenger side
This action presents a
floorboard. Upon her return, the pocketbook was gone. She
"doubly-difficult
task,"
stated that the passenger door was unlocked, but she thought
DiGiorgio said, which forces
it was locked when se left the car.
Winthrop to cut its budget
wh£e restructuring to meet the
12-7-92 Grand Larceny
changing environment of
The complaintant stated heleft his bookbag in Dinkins and went
higher education.
to his room. Upon arriving back at Dinkins, his bookbag had
Winthrop has already lost
been emptied and his books and flute missing.
$1 million from the 1993-94
budget and will probably lose
additional funds due to a
change in the allocations for- SUITCASE
mat for higher education.
Continued from pg. 1
The State Commission on
weekend programs, and
Higher Education will meet also include the expansion of
Jan. 15 to make a final deci- weekend recreational sports Dinkins Student Union has
sion on the allocations formula. and facility availabilty, ask- moved a significant amount of
ing fraternities and sororities its programming from weekto focus their energies on week- nights to weekends.
They have drawn capacity
end activities, providing more
cultural, athletic and academic crowds for several of these
events on the weekends and events.
Culp explained that meet- determining students' needs
such majors as mass communiThe QIP team indicate levcation, dance, and theatre. Culp ings are held every Tuesday and wants.
els of weekend involvement by
said communication, computer, with the architects and every
The data has shown that taking censuses of cars on camand telephone systems of the other Tuesday with the con- students need a sense of be- pus between 4 and 6 a.m., keeptractors
and
subcontractors
to
newest design are being inlonging, an environment and ing counts of food service usdiscuss the projects progress opportunities conducive to age, library usage, DSU tickstalled.
Facilities on the roof have and problems and needed learning, a sense of unity and eted events and recreational
been provided for a satellite changes are discussed.
school spirit, affordable sports events.
Students may be wonder- reacreational and entertaindish which will be installed
The QIP team is comprised
when the funds are available, ing why these renovations to ment opportunities, quality of 10 people from all different
and it will be used to collect Johnson Hall continue even food servie, comfortable living fields. Representative faculty,
such things as fine arts infor- though the budget has been accomodations, sufficient aca- staff, students and specialty
mation, news, and educational cut by $750,000.
demic challenges and social members give the team a wider
J. P. McKee, vice president interaction.
programs, explained Culp.
feeling of reach.
Culp said weather is a fac- of Budget and Finance, said,
Tools of QIP in data gathQIP has been succesful in
tor now because freezing tem- "The money comes from capi- implementing several of these ering such as diagrams, charts
tal
improvement
bond
funds
peratures do not allow paintideas. For example, resident and leadership from the head
ing, brick laying, or plastering provided by the state and state assistants are scheduling more of the organization are vital.
institution
bonds
issued
by
the
to be done. Culp said temporary heat is being provided so college. It does not come out of
the operating budget at all."
the project can continue.

ence to the recent editorials,
and said passingthe resolution
would alienate non-academic
institutions.
The resolution was defeated by an approximate twoto-one margin by the 150 faculty members attending.
Chas Koermer, speech professor, said he was disappointed
with the outcome of the vote
and said, "The President is not
open and honest and cannot be
trusted."
Koermer also said the faculty has hurt itself by not passing the resolution.
"Instead of a faculty united
we nowhave afaculty divided,"
said Koermer.
During the meeting, President Anthony DiGiorgio updated the faculty on budget concerns.
DiGiorgio said the state has
still not released money for the
capital improvement bond bill,
which will provide funds for
campus improvements and the
construction of a new science
building.
DiGiorgio said Winthrop
has requested an early release
of some of these funds to pay for
much needed electrical im-

JOHNSON

Continued from pg. 1
exit standard of having enclosed stairwells or having a
safe route by open stairwells,
new enclosed halls have been
built that provide safe passage
by the stairs, said Culp.
This measure was taken
to keep the beauty of the open
stairs. Culp explained that this
standard has been met for every university building that
has been remodeled or renovated.
A complete sprinkler system is being installed in
Johnson Hall, Culp said. This
system will help insure the
record of no injuries byfirein a
hundred years at Winthrop,
said Culp.
Johnson Hall will house

CONFERENCE-

Continued grom pg. 4
" This year we also had more
broadcasting majors than journalism majors, which is a first,"
Steward said.
Steward said that taking
liberal arts classes and working with the campus newspaper or community radio stations will help minorities compete in the job market.
He also said mass communication majors should build a
bank of clips to use during in-

terviews to show your experience.
Ironda Campbell, assistant
professor of the mass communication, who attended the conference with the students, said,
" I feel that such conferences
are very important because of
the increasing competiveness
of the job market. It would be
remiss not to attend whenever
these opportunities present
themselves."

Melissa M u r p h y
Formerly of Hers and His
is now located at

Aristocrat
Styling Salon

She said thatjobmarketis
already saturated with people
that have experience and that
have become unemployed.
These well skilled persons are
some of the members of the
competition that our students
will be facing, Campbell said.
"Hence the job fair presented an added opportunity
for young majors to try to get
an insight and an edge," she
said.

1/2 off $10 H a i r c u t
Offer good with this ad and Winthrop I.D."
Loves Plaza, downfromYum's
fflTnxTITrntflTr!)
2008 Cherry Road.
Call for appointment
Walk-ins welcome
329-2918

•Offer good only with MelUu Murphy. Exp. Feb. 15.1

AUDITIONS
Paramount Parks, formerly Kings Productions, is holding
auditions for our 1993 season at Paramount's Carowinds in
Charlotte, North Carolina. A variety of positions are available
including singers, dancers, comic actors, instrumentalists,
technicians, and specialty acts of all types! Come join the fun!
C H A R L O T T E , NC
Sunday, January 17, 1993
Sunday, January 24, 1993
Paramount's Carowinds, Midway Music Hall
1-2 p.m. Instrumentalists
1-3 p.m. Technicians, Characters,
Escorts, Ushers
2-4 p.m. Singers, Specialty Acts, Actors
2:30-3:30 p.m. Show Characters
3-4 p.m. Dancers
G R E E N S B O R O , NC
Saturday, January 23, 1993
University of North Carolina,
HPERD Building, Dance Theatre
2-3 p.m. Instrumentalists
2-4 p.m. Singers, Specialty Acts, Actors,
Technicians
3-4 p.m. Dancers
For additional dates and information call:
Paramounf s Carowinds 1 -704-588-2606 ext. 2400
Paramount Parks 1 -800-544-5464
PARAMOUNT'S CAROWINDS
•
PARAMOUNT'S KINGS DOMINION

•

„ SP

CAROWINDS

PARAMOUNT'S GREAT AMERICA
PARAMOUNT'S KINGS ISLANDjJ
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Faculty makes TT7
smart decision
in killing plan
The Winthrop f acu Ity should
be applauded for killing the
resolution adopted by the
College of Arts and Sciences
which would have asked nonacademic departments to
present their budget cuts before
academic
departments
presented theirs.
While the idea behind the
resolution, which was to protect
academics, was commendable,
the manner in which it was
pursued plight have caused
morefric. :uetweenthefaculty
and administration. In addition,
it would have created tension
between academic and nonacademic departments — two

departments that often need
each other to operate
successfully.
Hopefully, this action taken
by the faculty will put everyone
on common ground again, and
Winthrop leaders with many
different points of view can solve
some of the budgetary problems.
However, before any
decisions are finalized by the
administration, faculty, staff and
students should know what the
proposals are.
It is the right of employees
and students to have a voice in
decisions that will affect their
pocketbooks in and out of the
classroom.
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Christmas traditions
mav seem rather odd
V

, ...

by H. Gary Wade, Jr
Editor

Get out your credit cards,
head for the shopping malls
and get ready to deck the halls.
That season of ever-increasing
commercialization has rolled
around again. Thousands will
converge on area stores to make
sure they find that special
something for that special
someone, and sometimes they'll
even succeed at finding something the special someone actually likes. But is this was the
season is supposed to be about?
Well, probably not, but it
often is. The whole season is
rather bizarre if you stop to
think about it.
First, you go out to find a
tree to bring into your home.
So, as you sit and stare at the
overgrown plant that will occupy a corner of your home for
several weeks, you decide that
you need to hang things all
over it. So you string sets of

multi-colored lights on the tree
and sock 220 volts to that baby
and watch it glow, and the
whole family oohs and aahs
over the artistic creation. Oh,
and let's not forget to top it
with the electric star that will
never stay straight. But then
again, stars were never meant
to go on tops of trees.
With that task done, people
can begin to place their gifts
under the tree — yes, those
gifts that have maxed their
credit cards through the roof
until next Christmas. Of
course, all the gifts are wrapped
in colorful paper so that the
inner contents of the boxes will
not be divulged until the big
day. But sometimes eager loved
ones start shaking the boxes
ahead of time — perhaps so
that a voice from within the
box will speak to them and tell
them what's inside.
As it's been said, this really is a season for children.

n .r
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Before
they go to bed onPChristmas eve, they make sure their
over-sized socks are hung on
the mantle to be filled with
goodies. The children, of course,
are awaiting a very speci al person — Santa Claus.
Their parents have told
them that if they're good this
rather large jolly man will slide
down their chimney and leave
gifts — yet, another situation
for us to take pause and think
about. Would you not be just a
little upset if a large man in a
red suit came banging on your
roof in a flying sleigh drawn by
eight reindeer and then proceeded to drop himself down
your chimney? Some people
might even call the police.
As strange as they may
seem on close inspection, these
are our traditions, and we must
love them because we continue
them. Only 16 shopping days
left. Oh, and by the way, Merry
Christmas!

Think upon this...

We must leave our homes
in order to appreciate them
by Amy S. Reynolds
Columnist

As Christmas break approaches, many of
us are looking at the prospect of going home.
We've all heard the adage, "you can't go home
again," and in many ways this is true.
You may realize, upon setting foot on
your doorstep, that "home" is something that
changes vastly once you've left.
The people you once saw on a day-by -day
basis will, no doubt, have been transformed
in your absence, and at some level this will
come .with a shock.

ic t.hflt.
no thin i
One truth oVwMit
about existence is
that nothing
ever remains the same -home included. Once
something is left behind, it's hard to return to
"once upon a time."
Be patient and take the time to know and
understand the people and places to which you
return. Appreciate the changes that have
taken place in them, and you may realize what
made you love them in the first place. E.M.
Forster said that in order to truly understand
a place, one must get away from it. Perhaps
that is why we all leave home, so that we may
better understand that from which we come.
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Government should reverse
military ban on homosexuals LUNCH BUFFET
ties about homosexuals
Homosexuals have been in
I do not understand the the armed forces secretly since
its
very
start. They have served
controversy concerning lifting
theban off ofhomosexuals serv- this country as well as any heting in the military. I am for erosexual and there is no record
lifting the ban because homo- of anyone being seduced into
sexuals are Americans, just as that particular lifestyle. Howheterosexuals, and should be ever, if the Pentagon actually
the given the same basic rights worried about anyone being
and privileges—includingmili- sexually seduced against his
tary service. I also fail to see will, then will heterosexual men
anyone who is against lifting be banned because of the
the ban give viable reasons for Tailhook Incident?
Also, it is ridiculous that
their points of view.
Top Pentagon officials say sexual preference should be a
criterion
for anyone to serve in
that lifting the ban would "inhibit combat readiness." What the military. A heterosexual
does this mean? These same can be seduced into giving away
officials are vague as to the government secrets just like a
definition of "inhibiting com- homosexual. Also, the stereobat readiness." They are even typical images of effeminate
more vague when they say that homosexuals squealing at comif the ban is lifted, homosexu- bat fighting is totally unals will get together in groups founded. History has shown us
and seduce young men into that homosexuals (Richard I of
their lifestyle. These are not England, Fredrick the Great of
reasons, but serious insecuri- Germany and Alexander the
by Alvin McEwen

News Editor

Great of Greece) can be capable
military men.
What it boils down to is
insecurities. Hardly anyone
against homosexuals in the
military will say it, but it comes
down to the fact that they are
scared. What's even worse is
that their fears are not based
on facts about homosexuals,
but false images they have of
manhood and stereotypes
strengthened by today's society. Not only is it ridiculous,
but also unfair that the basic
rights ofthis section of America
are trashed, so that other members of our society don't have to
deal with their insecurities.
This does not sound like the
beliefof equality that this country was supposed to have been
founded on, but a phrase that
comes from the George Orwell
novel, "Animal Farm":
"All animals are equal, but
some animals are more equal
than others."

$399

At the Pizza Inn all-you-can-eat lunch buffet, there's
no limit to the amount of delicious pizza, pasta, salad, garlic
bread and dessert you can enjoy. Join us for lunch everyday
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. for the best value in town.

Cherry Road, 366-3149

NO

Jimmy • Sandy • Baird
30% - 60% off with student ID
Free delivery • Free estimates

CARPET INTERIORS

of Rock Hill

(803) 324-5505
(800) 346-0241

Remnants of vinyl, carpet,
wallpaper, and miniblinds

251 Albright Road
Rock Hill, SC 29730

JEWELER'S GALLERY
.

.

Galleria Mall

Supreme Value

327-3749

1 ct. Tfennis Bracelets
Special *287°°

14K Rope "Diamond Cut
Herringbone • Links
Sold By Weight

Best Selection a n d Best
Prices on Diamond
Engagement Rings in
Town
P i n k Ice
Starts at $2495
V

Love Onyx
S299s

Nugget Bracelet
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Winthrop Students, Faculty, and Staff
Receive Special Discounts with I.D,
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Art
and

(Design:

Christopher Rice

Students express themselves
through the work they love.

Photo by Scm Mosher

Rice predicts hopitals,
malls will be future
of interior design world

by Walter E. Mondo
ers are especially important for
Spotlight Editor
him. The first one is Curt
Christopher Rice is a 29- Sherman, a furniture design
year old graduate student ma- teacher whose personal motto
joringin interior design. He lives is "Anythingthat you want to do,
in Charlotte but went to high you can do it," Rice said.
school in Gastonia. Like a lot of
Alan Huston is another
art students, Rice's parents teacher that greatly encourages
played a m«gor role in his artis- creativity. According to Rice, this
tic life.
textiles and weavingteacherre"Mymother was amusician, quires a lotfromhis students.
by Walter E. Mondo
and even though my father was
"He wants you to go through
Spotlight Editor
not as culturally aware, he sup- a whole process, from the basic
Jennifer Ray is a 22ported
me
too,"
Rice
said.
Rice
idea to thefinishedproduct," Rice
year-old art and design stubegan to study music at Mars said. Being a student in interior
dent from Rock Hill.
Hill
College
in
Asheville.
He
design involves the study of a lot
Her major is general stuwas a French horn major and it of different elements.
dio and her emphasis is paintis in Asheville that Rice felt the
ing and drawing. She has
The first year students are
been in Winthrop for two
taste for the arts. After this involved in residential design
years, and after her graduamusical experience, Rice went and commercial design classes.
tion, she plans to go to graduto the University of Illinois to Later students are required to
ate school either in Chicago
obtai n his master's in music edu- take furniture design and suror San Francisco. Her main
cation. Then, he came to Win- face design (textiles).
topic in art is "female issues,"
throp to prepare his master's of
"Surface design gives a good
visually translated in her
fine arts. Winthrop is a univer- understanding of how materiwork by female forms.
sity
he
particularly
enjoys.
als work, and it's essential to
"Specializing in such an
"What I like is that Win- use as a support for sales arguart is a personal choice, and I.
throp
is
small
in
size
and
small
mentation with clients," Rice
express myself through what
classes allow proper contact said.
I know because it's me," Ray
with the instructors," Rice said.
said.
Overall, Rice thinks that
Inspiration for the VeHe finds the instructors par- Interior design is a very comnus theme began when Ray
ticularly knowledgeable.
petitive environment, especially
took a class of art history.
Rice relates to teachers a here in Charlotte. Large clienThere was very little exlittle bit differently than other tele now requires a staff' of deposure of women in this class,
students. "I am very friendly signers because of the number of
which caused Ray to want to
with faculty members because I details involved. Also, Rice exexplore the female theme.
am older, and I am a graduate; plains that "people are demand"I drew inspiration from
consequently they relate better ing more and more for the money.
the class because the only
to me," he said.
Clear presentations are vital and
exposure I had through
Rice finds teachers in the you have to sell yourself a lot."
women was not through feart and design department to be
male artists but through the
Today's general trends in
very flexible. "The reason for interior design go toward health
female as an object," Ray said.
One of Ray's major piece
theflexibilityofteachingcomes care design and hospitality deof work is her Venus, a very
from the fact thatteacherswant sign (design of restaurants, hodifferent Venus.
students to be as creative as tels, malls and night clubs).
Photo by Walter E. Mondo
See RAY, pg. 9 possible. It is the basis of sucJennifer Ray, a specialist of the woman's theme In art work.
cess," Rice explained. Two teachSee RICE, pg. 9

Ray proposes new representations
of female forms in modern art work
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Forrest takes pictures Support of family, friends
in three dimensions encourages Osborne

by Camellia Shuler
Features Writer
What is art? In order to find the
answer, one can read books of art,
visit art galleries and museums or
talk to Jason Forrest, one of many
talented artists.
Forrest, 20, grew up in Tega Cay,
S.C. He is the son of Steve and Judy
Forrest and has a brother.
His hobbies and interests include
cultural experiences, such as makingmusic, technology, anthropology
and art.
He likes people who take pride
and interest in the quality of their
work and in themselves.
Forrest dislikes people who control other people.
Forrest, a junior, studied at the
University of South Carolina for
two years. He then transferred to
Winthrop.
He is an art major specializing
in photography. In the future, he
plans to teach art at the university
level and become a fine arts artist.
Forrest said in high school he
started to write poetry.
He then found it to be unfulfilling
and became interested in visual arts.
His past achievements include
having one of his works, "Embrace,""
in the Southern Visions sponsored

by Jerry Ulessman.
"Embrace" is a grid of paper of
monotone with a withering piece of
wood. He also had a studio in the
Hock Hill Arts Council and a oneperson art show in Columbia at the
Louis & Clark Galleria.
Forrest and his partner, Jennifer Ray, formed the Union of Student
Artists.
Works of various student artists
are being displayed in the McLaurin
small gallery.
His favorite photo artists are The
Starn Twins, Mike and Doug, and
Richard Prince.
The Starn Twins' work consist of
torn pieces of paper blown up and
then placed together again. Prince's
works consist of taking pictures of
pictures.
Forrest's works consist of taking
the subject of society, the media and
technology and to turn it from a twodimensional to three-dimensional
art.
Harry Miller, a USC professor
inspired Forrest to become more involved with his intellectual growth
as an artist.
After he leaves Winthrop, Forrest
said he wants to be remembered for
being very involved in pushing people
to do their best.

Co-op program improved
McLaine's artistic skills

campus, but everywhere.
He makes magazine lay-outs, postArt and design struck a spark of ers, brochures, logos for IBM, Xerox
interest in Clint McLaine as a child. logos and also book cover designs.
McLaine won a $300 cash prize for
McLaine is a Winthrop University sehis culture poster titled "Convergences
nior from Chapin, S.C.
He is a graphic design major who of Culture" which was featured around
campus Oct.l-Nov.lO.
will graduate this semester.
McLaine said he got a lot of expeHis mother while in college was a
riencefromthe co-op program during
music major playing piano.
the
summer.
McLaine's brother drew a lot and
He worked as an intern at Ken
took art classes. During his college
Gasque advertisement agency and as
years, he majored in media art.
McLaine later followed in his a designer at "The State" newspaper.
McLaine's career objective after
brother's footsteps by taking many art
classes. One can easily see how art and graduation is to get a job as graphic
designer
in an agency or a corporadesign became McLaine's choice for his
tion.
major.
"Winthrop's art and design deWhen time came to chose a major
the decision was easy, and arts was his partmentis the best in the state. When
I chose Winthrop as a school, I felt like
first choice
"I wanted something fun to do and I chose the best school in the state for
my major. The faculty and staff of the
art was it", McLaine said.
As a graphic design major, art department, in general, is one of
McLaine's art work consists of printed the strongest in the region," McLaine
advertisements, not only on Winthrop's said.
by Joyce Tlsdale

Staff Writer

RAY

Continued from pg. 8
She took the concept of the passive,
conventional Venus and transformed it
into "a grotesque form translating my
frustration," Ray explained.
Her main goal is to reach people
and get them to be interested in arts
while she is here at Winthrop. There
are messages in her work that she
wants people to see and understand.
What is important to Ray is to make
art work more accessible to people at
art shows and also around schools.
Ray will participate in an art show in a
Charlotte gallery.
For now, she and Jason Forrest
(Ray's very special friend and a pho-

tography and design major) are both
very concerned about the Union of Student Artists, a new association they
created.
The association is having an art
show in McLaurin small gallery until
the end of December, and Ray encourages people to go to see it.
"Jason Forrest is an important
artistic partner who gives me good
advice to achieve my goals", she said.
Ray is planning to do work in new
areas of art and design, especially
sculpture and media work. In addition
to expertise, she would then achieve
versatility.

by Otis Titus
Staff Writer
Amy Osborne is a senior interior
design major from Spartanburg. Before deciding on Winthrop, Osborne
looked into the business program at
Presbyterian College in Clinton, S.C.
Although she was interested in
business, Osborne is very positive, she
made the right choice when it comes to
her major.
"A lot of people change their major," she said. "Interior design is very
challenging. You have to be very dedicated, creative and ambitious. When
you deal with clients, you have to satisfy their needs. You also have to create
new ideas that have never been used
before," she said.
Osborne is able to benefit from her
mother's working experience in interior design, andher family stands right
behind her.
"My parents are very supportive,
even though I'm constantly buying art
supplies," she said.
"I love my major and it wasn't hard
for me to choose."
Interior design majors have to complete an internship where they have an
opportunity to work in the real world.
They also complete in-class projects
and work while attending school, gaining valuable work experience.
Interior designers are not certified
like architects, but sometimes they
work together.
Graduates may join the in-house
design staffs of banks and stores; some
may decide to go into computer drafting, whether commercial or residential.
Osborne hopes to concentrate in

Amy Osborne
retail design, working in the Charlotte
area. She also is hoping to get hired by
a large department store and get involved in renovations.
She expects to graduate in December and believes in the importance of
her major and career.
"My friends and family make my
life sucessful," she said.
"I'm able to work in interior design
because of the relationship I have with
my parents.
Sometimes I put interior design
before my family and friends and viceversa."
Osborne's hobbies include playing
the violin, which she has done for seven
years. She also loves the joy from her
friends when she creates things for
them.

RICE

Continued from pg. 8
Rice places Health Care design in
first place of the big money-making areas
of Interior design for the years to come.
Rice who worked in Charlotte in an
hospital for AIDS patients, realizes the
concern of hospitals not to look institutionalized.
"Itis essential to make these people's
lives more comfortable through an environment encouraging positive thinking.
Most of them cannot work and these
walls will be the last they will see," Rice
said.
These msyor market segments will
require extensive staff in the design and
realization phases.
But Rice already knows what his
future plans are.
"I would like to move to the Pacific
Northwest region and to go into the restaurant design business," Rice said.

Ultimately he wants to teach "rendering" at the college level. What in the
world is rendering? Rice gives us an
explanation. "Rendering is putting design ideas on paper through different
types of media such as pencils, markers,
air brush, etc...using colors to get the
idea across."
He went to a major rendering workshop at Kansas State University and he
saw Mike Lim, a Tenderer known worldwide for his quick rendering art.
"I liked it a lot. His style is quick,
very loose, ideal to put design ideas
across," he said.
Finally, Rice who currently works
for the post office in Charlotte insists on
the importance of being unioue in the
design business. With such a unique curriculum, there is no doubt that Rice has
a good start.

McLaurin small
gallery features the
Association of Student
Artists' art show:"The tot
cultural experience."
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World peace, budget aid
top wish list for faculty
by Dara Kyzer

Entertainment Editor

Here at Winthrop we have
an incredible faculty and staff.
Sometimes they can be a tad
demanding and difficult, but if
it weren't for them we wouldn't
have a school no matter how
pretty our campus might be.
We'd like them all to be
well-rested and ready to go at
it for another semester by the
time January 13 comes. All of
those we asked were concerned
with the state of the world, the
budget, and various other major crises, but were able to come
up with some "practical" stocking stuffers.
We're printing this list in
hopes that Santa, the government, God, family or whomever they choose to trust might
come across it and grant them
what they desire. And there
are always those students-inneed-of-passing who could use
Photo courtesy of Capitol Records some nice gift ideas.
Merry Christmas, WinFrom left are Pete Weiss, Dlx Denney, Bob Forrest, and Chris Handsome, the four musicians throp mentors!
of Thelonious Monster who recently released their newest album 'Beautiful Mess.'
Dr. J u d i t h B a r b a n
Assistant Professor, Modern
Languages
• rest and quality time with
her family
•book of French poetry
•French perfume
known for their unpredictable Dylanesque observations of the
by Scott H. Whlddon
•classical CD's
and often confrontational per- not-so-everyday life in L.A. A
Entertainment Writer
Dr. Barbara Heinemann
The LA. rock and metal formances, releasing critically mature punker? Possibly, as - Assistant Professor,Modem
scene has been known to pro- but not commercially acclaimed these introspective themes are Languages
duce a wide range of acts over albums such as "Baby...You're constant throughout the al•peace, especially in
;he past few years, anything Bumming Out My Life In a bum.
wartorn Yugoslavia
Tom the atmospheric art-rock Supreme Fashion" and
But the turmoil of their
•continued good health
•a boost in faculty morale
poetics of Jane's Addiction to "Stormy Weather." Threeyears roots is still ever-present, seen
•the budget problem to
pop-metal radio prodders such and one solo album since their in the chorus of "I Live in a
work
out
is Skid Row. But Thelonius last tour, "The Monster" has Nice House," as Forrest states
Dr. Patricia Wolman —
Monster, the post-punk five regrouped for what is said to be firmly, "I can't be satisfied." .
piece who recently released their most exciting and most
There are many standouts Department Chair, Human
;heir major label debut on Co- disciplined album to date.
both lyrically and musically. Nutrition
•a trip to Cancun, Mexico
What makes "Beautiful Guitarists Dix Dinney and
lumbia Records, "Beautiful
Mess," has only seen a fraction Mess" so intriguing is its com- Chris Handsome (the latter a
)f the mainstream success of bination of punkish angst and new addition to the band) build
jther bandsfromthe same City heartfelt sensitivity, closer to a chordal wall of sound along
the sound ofThe Replacements with the virtually slamming
jf Angels.
Growing out of the club fer- than The Sex Pistols. Lyricist rhythm section formed by Pete
by Camellia Shuler
ment that bands like John Doe's Bob Forrest weaves ten strong Weiss and Don Burnet. Side
Features Writer
songs
dealing
with
hard
trust,
Everyone
remembers the
X popularized in the mid-eightoriginal
""Home Alone," the
vulnerability,
and
his
almost
ies, Thelonius Monster became
See THELONIOUS, pg. 11
movie in which the mischievous Kevin McAlister, portrayed by Macaulay Culkin,
by Alvin McEwen
by my door looking for blood— classes the same day. Talk outsmarted the two villains,
News Editor
I've given it all to my profes- about desperate for a paycheck. Harry and Marv, while protecting his home.
I'm baaack! Just when you sors.
(Just kidding, Dr. Rogers).
In "Home Alone 2," the
thought Rush Limbaugh cor"Joke of the Semester" Without any further words
nered the markets on dema- to fill up space, let the awards George Bush actually thinking same Kevin McAlister is confronted by the same convicts
gogues, I spring in.
he could win the election.
begin...
Welcome, dear readers, to
"The you have got to be in New York City.
"The name change award"
Not only does Kevin meet
the first annual (drum roll - whoever was that bright and kidding award" - Pi Kappa Alplease) Alvin's semester-end resourceful person who came pha fraternity. Pi Kappa Al- up with Harry and Marv, but
he
befriends
a homeless woman
awards.
up with the committee name pha gets this award because
Apparently, my year-end changes. Just think, instead of recently, they made their in Central Park.
It all began when the
awards last semester was such being on the Student Life pledges go around in Thomson
a big hit that someone sug- Task Force, you can be on the Cafeteria and get female stu- McAlister clan accidently left
Kevin
at the Chicago terminal.
gested I should give them out Student Life Team—doesn't dents to sign their underwear
There Kevin mistakes anevery semester. After a little that make your intestines (boxer shorts that they carried,
begging and siveet talk to En- tingle all over?
not wore, at the time.) I want other man as his father who
tertainment Editor Dara
"The Timex takes a lick- to say something profound was in a rush to catch his flight
to New York.While in New
Kyzer, here I am.
ing, but keeps on ticking award" about this . . . but I can't.
Before I start, iet me tell -Biology Professor Bill Rogers.
"The please hire that guy York, the outspoken Kevin uses
you that this is all in fun, so This man was hit by a car one who got Julia Roberts on the his voice recorder to imitate
his father in order to make
don't anyone who gets an award moving arid returned from the
See A WARDS, pg. 11 credit
creditcard
card
reservations.
reservations.
Cor. doesn't get an award) come hospital to teach all of his

Thelonious swirl mature punk,
sensitivity into 'Beautiful Mess'

Sgt. E.C. Mullinax —
Public Safety
•peace in the world
•hungry to receive food
Dr. Earl Wilcox — Professor, English
•two tickets to see Phantom of the Opera in NYC
Evelyn Weeks—Instructor, English
• 14 and one-half inches of
SNOW
Dr. Thomas Moore —
Department Chair, Chemistry
and Physics
•rubber bands for his ponytail
Dr. H A Craighead —
Professor; Philosophy, Religion
and Anthropology
•new hard drive for his
computer (120, not 40 megabytes)
•new watch
•Simon and Garfunkel
complete on CD
Sally Tolentino — Instructor, Modern Languages
•brown
suede
jacket...western style with
fringe
Dr. Edward Guettler —
Professor, Mathematics
•solution to Somalia's
problem
•waterproof Reebok golf
shoes
Haney Howell — Assistant Professor, Mass Communications
•fully-equipped TV lab in
Johnson Hall next year
• good h ealth for his fami ly
Dr. Mary Martin—Associate Professor, Mathematics
•a happy New Year
•Daniel Boorstin's new
book on creative thought
•Richard Stoltzman albums
See WISH LIST, pg. 11

The Reel Review
Home Alone 2

A select few receive Alvin's awards

Several hours after his
settlement, the hotel manager
spies on the room in which
Kevin is staying. Kevin, being
the witty and humorous fellow
that he is, sets up a dummy in
a shower and uses the voice
recorder to imitate his father's
voice.
The manager, who truly
believes this is the father,
leaves the room quickly.
After being caught by
Harry and Marv, Kevin, in order to be free from them,
pinches a woman's posterior.
She then turns and punches
Marv in the face. Next, Kevin
"confessed" Harry did it, and
she gives him a punch in the
face. While both men are down,
Kevin uses this as an advantage and loses them in the park.
Compared to the original
"Home Alone," "Home Alone 2"
had a very similar plot. Both
incidences occurred around
See REEL REVIEW, pg. 11
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AWARDS

THELONIOUS

Continued from pg. 10
two shows the bands penchant for blues with "Ain't Never
Been Nothin' For Me In This World," digging deep in the roots
of the Memphis sound, where "Beautiful Mess" was recorded.
But the acoustic side of the group is showcased with their
brooding cover of folk-rocker Joan Armatrading's "Weakness
in Me."
A number of die-hard "Monster" fans sit-in on a few of the
tracks, such as Dave Pirner and Dan MurphyfromMinnesota's
Soul Asylum. Tom Petty's keyboardist Benmont Trench
gives a few songs some piano coloration, and Michael Penn
throws in a few backup vocals along the way.
"Beautiful Mess" is a wonderfully apt title, a jangled
journey through the mind of a chronicling observer rather
than an active participant. The band's coming-of-age shows
the strength of the songs and the balance of introspection and
aggression, the needed formula for Thelonius Monster"s best
album yet.

Continued from pg. 10
cover of Rolling Stone as your
public relations director
award" - President DiGiorgio.
"The "copy of the budget
award" - all students and faculty who wanted to see the
budget. The award is, of course,
the copy of the budget.
"The come on, stop being
pushy award" - the faculty
members who drafted that

QUOTE OF THE:
WEEK
We came,
we thought,
we left -the University
Experience

WISH LIST
Continued from pg. 10
•a new book on fractals
Dr. Debra Boyd — Assistant Professor, English
•Walker Percy's new biography
•new pair of navy
Birkenstocks (Arizonas)
Dr. William Sullivan —
Department Chair, English
•fresh snow in NYC for the
holidays
• spare time for his family,
reading
•"to be bored long enough
not to want to be bored"
Blair Beasley — Associate Professor, Theatre and
Dance
•a better life?
•a tow vehicle for his sailboat
Jeannie Woods — Assistant Professor, Theatre and
Dance
•a greater sense of hope
•CD player and Kathleen
Battle Christmas album
Curt Sherman — Professor, Coordinator, Interior Design
•a clean house
•a good beginning for next
semester
Paul Martyka — Associate Professor, Art and Design
•relief from all the financial difficulty around
•time with his daughter
who'll be visiting from out of
state
Roger Wallace — Professor, Mathematics

•MEDIUM

TOPPING!

resolution that recently failed.
"The Ross Perot fighters
against gridlock award" - whoever voted against that same
resolution.
"The couldn't youhave used
an indoor toilet award" - whoever dumped raw sewage in
Winthrop Lake.
Finally. . . "the Alvinic
bronx cheer award" - to the

REEL REVIEW •
Continued from pg. 10

Christmas.
However, there were two
distinct differences. One, this
Christmas Kevin did his "work"
in New York City at one of his
uncles' renovated house. And
the other, Kevin was protecting the money that was to be

•some more sounds for his
synthesizer
•gift certificate to Hair
Club for Men
Dr. Rondeau Lafitte —
Professor, Psychology
•NSX sportscar (only
$64,000!)
•if not the NSX, then a
new Mercedes convertible will
suffice
•twenty cases of Jack
Daniels
Dr. Luckett V. Davis —
Department Chair, Biology
•"Peace and quiet."
Dr. John Dille — Professor, Biology
•a new red Porsche
Dr. Bill Rogers — Assistant Professor, Biology
•Natalie Cole's "Unforgettable"
•a belated gas grill
Dr.
James Berry — Pro•lumber for greenhouse
fessor, Chemistry and Physics
benches
•"some type of computer
Dr. Melvin Goldstein —
peripheral"
Chair, Psychology
Dr. ELA. Modaresi—Pro•unloseable key chain
• a gunrack and a hounddog fessor, Psychology
•"My youth back."
for his Mazda pickup

•"I would love for all my
manyfriendshere to come visit
me at Cheryl's at Deakin University in Australia... where
111 take them to an Aussie rules
football match."
Dr. Gerald Perselay —
Department Chair, School of
Business Admin.
•"My two front teeth."
Dr. M.G. Fish — Assistant Professor, Biology
•an all-expense paid vacation to Brazil that lasts the
entire break
Dr. Jonathan Marx —
Assistant Professor, Sociology
•a Nordic Track rowing
machine
Dr. Joseph Zdenek—Associate Professor, Modern Lan-

r
i

M&J's Mudville Restaurant
Winthrop students receive a

FREE 24 oz. drink
with any plate purchase!

Take-out orders
Hours:
| Monday-Friday 10:30 a.m.-lO p.m. welcome! 366-6123
| Friday-Saturday 10:30 a.m. until...
1406 Cherry Road
j^unday^ ^ ^ ^NoonuntiU _ _ _ _ _ neatJZherr^ Park^ j j

TOPPING

state ofSouth Carolinafortheir
lack of care about education
and the situation that they
have put Winthrop and other
colleges in.
Well that ends this session
ofAlvin's semester-end awards.
If I survive the angry onslaught
of people who got awards, I'll
see you next semester with my
spring edition.

donated to the children's hospital by the Duncan Toy Store
and Mr. Duncan.
Afterviewing"Home Alone
2," a person may leave the
movie theater not only laughing for weeks, but also with the
Christmas spirit.

.Winthrop
Carol
To be sung with the music of "Jingle Bells"
Rushing to Cashier's
To pay your parking fine
Some words ring in your ears
You have to stand in line
But, hey, what else is new?
It happens all the time
It's something they expect of you
here at Winthrop U.
Tillman Hall
Tillman Hall
Creator of red tape
Bureaucracy at its best
The budget's out of shape
Oh, Tillman Hall
Tillman Hall
Creator of red tape
Bureaucracy at its best
The budget's out of shape
So you need financial aid
So that you may learn
They think you have it made
Based on your tax return
They really have no clue
How much you sacrifice
To pay the school all that it's due
It's such an awful price
Tillman Hall
Tillman Hall
Creator of red tape
Bureaucracy at its best
The budget's out of shape
Oh, Tillman Hall
Tillman Hall
Creator of red tape
Bureaucracy at its best
The budget's out of shape
by Gary Wade and Jessica Brown

SPORTS
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Lady Eagles win opener,
lose one on the road
by Jamie Sims
Harkness. Finle>, a freshman forward
Sports Writer
from Anderson, S.C., scored 16 points
The Winthrop women's basketball and had 11 rebounds in her first outing
team began their season Wed., Dec. 2 as a college basketball player. Finiey
with a win over Western Carolina, 71- was abl e to contribute at different posi65, in the Winthrop Coliseum. In tions other than her original position,
Hunington, W.V., Saturday the Lady as the Lady Eagles needed someone to
Eagles were not as fortunate as the bring the ball up the court in certain
Marshall Thundering Herd who de- situations. "Stephanie Finiey had not
feated them 76-60.
been playing point guard during pracIn the Western Carolina game the tice but she came in and filled those
Lady Eagles started out slow in the shoes at the point," said McAuley.
first half but were able to turn things Harkness was able to make some key
around during the second half West- baskets and assists late in the second
ern Carolina controlled the tempo for a half to help the Lady Eagles to victoiy.
majority of the first half. As the Cata- She finished with 10 points and 3
mounts were able to take a 10-8 lead at assists.
the 13:48 mark and keep the lead
Coach McAuley was very pleased
throughout the rest of the first half. with her team's performance as they
The Catamounts led by as much as 10 were able to come from a 12- point
points in the first half. However the deficit and defeat a good Western CaroLady Eagles were able to cut the lead to lina team. "The biggest thing I was
seven before the half. "They were get- pleased with was my kids, never got
ting too many second shots in the first rattled," said McAuley. McAuley was
half," said the Lady Eagles Head Coach also glad that she was able to go to her
Germaine McAuley.
bench - something that has been a
In the second half the Lady Eagles disadvantage to her in the past with
came out on fire as they were able to the low numbers. McAuley said, "We've
shoot 69.6 percent from the field. The always suffered in the past years not
Lady Eagles took the lead for the first having the numbers but it's nice to
time in the second half when Kara have some key people off the bench."
Harkness made two free throws after McAuley was able to use nine players
being fouled by Marlena Surratt of at some point during the game.
Western Carolina. Then the Lady
Marshall, a division I-AA school,
Eagles were able to take the lead for led the Lady Eagles 31-27 at the half
good when Tammy Jones made a lay- and went on to score 45 points in the
up with 3:16 left in the game.
second half to deal the Lady Eagles
Jones, the only senior on the team, their first loss of the season. The Lady
scored 19 points in the second half to Eagles (1-1) were led by Jones, Carmen
finish with a team-leading 25 for the Thomas and Harkness. Jones led the
game. She also was able to bring down team with 14 points. Carmen Thomas,
14 rebounds to lead the Lady Eagles. a sophomore from Norfolk, Va., scored
The senior center from Columbia, S.C., 13 points for the Lady Eagles. As
felt the team was a little nervous and Harkness scored 11 points and contribimpatient at the beginning of the game uted 7 rebounds.
but was able to come back.
LaShawn Coulter dunks over a Queens opponent In the EagVes^season
The Lady Eagles will take a break
Jones said, "I had a slow start and from the action during exams and then opener. Winthrop won the game 92-84 breaking a 12 game loosing streak.
my teammates helped me get started. continue their tough schedule on Dec.
My teammates continued to encourage 21 when they play host to another
me and help my confidence in shoot- division I-AA school , East Carolina.
ing."
The game will be played at the WinThe Lady Eagles were paced by throp Coliseum and it begins at 5:30
Jones, along with Stephanie Finiey and p.m..
by Brad Bryant
the Eagles to an eight point victory 92Sports Editor
The Winthrop University men's
Branham, who was held scoreless
basketball team suffered their first loss in the first half, had 15 second half
of the season when they dropped a 99- points including eight straight for Win91 decision to Central Florida Univer- throp over one stretch of the half.
The intramural flag football sea- holds the top spot with 1206 points. sity last Saturday in Orlando.
Queens head coach Dale Layer said,
The Eagles struggledfromthe out- "Branham was the difference in the
son ended last week with the campus Second place currently belongs to SAE
championships being played on Thurs- with 1038. Third and fourth belong to side hitting only 4 of 18 3-point at- game. He just killed us, he got every big
day and Friday. In the women's final K-Sig-Posse and Sigma Phi Epsilon tempts, an 180 drastic turnaround from basket for about four or five minutes."
Coulter was a perfect 5 for 5 from 3ZTA won out over ADPI by a score of respectively wi'h 841 and 725 points. the season opening win against Queens
College.
point range and led the Eagles with 19
14-0. Pike Gold took the men's title 38Points are kept on all teams parWinthrop fell behind by 14 points points.
10 in a win against Kappa Sigma in the ticipating within the Intramural Proin the second half, but were able to
final.
Head Coach Dan Kenney was happy
gram. Whether you are interested in
In the Intramural Racquetball the points race or not, remember, all come back and cut the Black Knights' to get the win, but thinks there is room
lead
to
six
with
just
under
a
minute
to
for
improvement.
Tournament Susie Stroud took top hon- activities offered through Intramurals play.
He said, "Some good things hapors in the women's division. Finishing and the Office of Recreational Sports
Foul trouble then caught up with pened out there tonight But we're
second overall in the women's was are offered for you.
the Eagles as three players fouled out going to have to improve offensively
Doraine Styles. In the men's semiThe spring semester will be full of over the remainder of the game.
and the defense has to improve for us."
finals Ali Benchekri plays Ran Ferszt events and activities. Some of those
Outside shooting, which played a
The victory broke a 12-game losing
and Bernard Montenegro will play included will be" 5 on 5 basketball, vital part in the win over Queens, was
streak for the Eagles that dated back to
Nicholas Berard.
racquetball doubles, badmitton definitely a contributing factor to the last season.
With the end of fall semester upon doubles, slam-dunk contest, indoor soc- loss. LaShawn Coulter who was 5 for 5
Besides Coulter's 19 and Branham's
us the Intramural All Points Champi- cer, outdoor 6 on 6 soccer, tennis from 3-point range against Queens was 15 points and seven rebounds Carlo
onship race has reached the midway doubles, soflball, 4 on 4 co-ed volley- a dismal 1 for 10 Saturday night.
Wilkins netted 16 points.
point. The women's point tally has ball, the Big Splash, innertube water
Winthrop was led in by Mark
Mark Hailey had 12 points and
ZTA currently in first place with 688 polo, frisbee golf, 2 on 2 outdoor volley- Haley's 20 points and five rebounds. Mike Fayed 10. Eddie Gay had a good
points. The Lifesavers are in second ball, aerobics and aqua aerobics. A
Eddie Gay had a good game with game rebounding as he collected 11
place with 295 points. Third and fourth current 6 on 6 volleyball league is cur- 19 points and he was a perfect 9 for 9 boards in just 20 minutes.
place currently belongs to ADPI and rently being looked at for the spring from the field. Carlo Wilkins added 18
The Eagles next action will be this
points and Coulter finished with 13.
Sigma Sigma Sigriia respectively.
Sunday at home against the Citadel at
also.
In Winthrop's season opener 2:30 p.m. It will be York County Church
In the men's point race Pike Gold
See UPDATE, pg. 13
Coulter and Melvin Branham sparked and FCA day.
•

Eagles split first two

Recreational Sports Update
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Hailey impresses his fans both
on and off the basketball court
by Rachael Scalf
Staff Writer
Before coming to Winthrop, Eagle
forward Mark Hailey began what has
become a successful basketball career
at Harding High School in Charlotte,
where he earned all-district and allarea honors under coach Bobby Moore.
In his first year as an undergraduate, Hailey, the youngest of 12 children
from Bridgeport, Conn., averaged 9.3
points and 4.6 rebounds per game,
shooting 48.1 percent from the floor.
During 1990-91, Hailey got off to a
slow start after the unfortunate death
of his mother, a church missionary.
"My life revolved around my mother.
Everything I did was for her," Hailey
said.
Though he scored in double figures
12 times that season, Hailey saw his
free throw shooting drop from 70.4 percent to 60.2 percent.
Hailey bounced back his junior season, finishing the year as the team's
leading scorer with 15.1 points per game
and was the fourth best scorer in the
Big South.
He was also placed on the BSC allconference second team.
Averaging 16 points and seven re-

Page 13

For all you rowdy
Winthrop fans
there will be a
special section for
you at every home
basketball game
beginning this
Sunday. The
Eagles nest will
be reserved
especially for you
the rest of the
season. Come
out and support
the Eagles.

we know we have a lot of talent and
good coaching (doesn't mean) we're going to win. Well have to earn it," he
said.
A senior business administration
major with an emphasis in finance,
Hailey understands there is just as
much competition in the job market as
on the basketball court.
After seeking the advice of his
former coach, Steve Vacendak, Hailey
worked last summer as a utility teller,
learningaboutmanagementatNations
Bank.
Hailey is a "team player" who likes
to give credit where it is due for his
success at Winthrop. "I couldn't have
gone anywhere else and been surrounded by a better coaching staff, team,
professors—it had to be a God-assisted
choice," he said.
When asked to discuss his goals for
this season, Hailey said that during UPDATE ,,
r w riiuiu
this
week of final exams, surviving his continued from pg. 16
Hailey
internationalfinancetest was foremost
The Recreational Sports staff would
bounds, Hailey has gotten off to a fine on his mind.
like to thank all students that particistart this season despite the Eagle's
After that, he intends to help pro- pated within the program during the
recent loss against Central Florida Uni- duce wins for the Eagles by working on
fall. If you did not participate, we look
versity (99-91), which he attributed to defense and keeping team moral up at
forward to you coming out and getting
overconfidence. "We made a lot of crucial moments. "I'll do whatever I involved.
mistakes in that game. Just because can for the team," he said.
People who would like more information on events and activities offered
by the Office of Recreational Sports can
call 323-2140 or come by the office located in 205 Peabody Gym.
Submitted by Grant Scurry, director of Recreational Sports, Division of
Student Life.

The Johnsonian staff wishes everyone good
luck on their exams and a happy holiday.

Thurs., Dec. 10th t h r u Sun., Dec. 13th

M<l\S U

See this Saturday's Herald for Saturday Specials
and Doorbusters.

Store hours:
Thursday, Friday 9 to 10
Saturday 8 to 10
Sunday 1:30 tc 7

366-9471
Rock Hill Galleria

TRADII

LIFESTYLES
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Holiday
Cheer
Santa Claus tradition
dates back to 280 A.D.
by Camellia Shuler
Features Writer
He is makinga list. He is checking
it twice. He is finding out who has
been naughty or nice.
Yes, it is that time of year again—
a time for decorating the Christmas
tree and giving gifts.
This fun, festive occasion includes
a man by the name of Saint Nicholas,
or Santa Claus.
Accordingto Martin Ebon's "Saint
Nicholas: Life and Legend," Bishop
Nicholas of Myra started the tradition
of gift-giving, and became known as
Santa Claus.
Nicholas was born in Patara in
theyear280. He laterbecameabishop
there.
Under his uncle's wing, Nicholas
learned the "text of prayers," and
showed sincere devotion toward God.
Before he became a priest, Nicholas began the gift-giving tradition toward three young ladies.
The father of the young ladies was

having financial difficulties and had
decided to sell his oldest daughter into
slavery or prostitution.
In order to prevent this from happening, Nicholas placed three hundred
florins into a handkerchief. Later that
night, he rode to the house and threw
the money into an open window. Thus,
he did this three times for the ladies.
However on the third time, the father saw him and Nicholas' secret was
no longer a secret.
Nicholas then told the father not to
mention this to anyone while he was
alive.
After Nicholas had died, the father
told of his deed.
Nicholas became a saint after he
had prayed for a sailor who was killed
during a storm. After the prayer, according to the legend, the sailor came
back to life.
Thus, Saint Nicholas started the
grand ole tradition of giving.
As it has been said, "It is better to
give than to receive."

Holiday Party Tips

Art by Matthew Mink

Remember proper etiquette
when shopping for presents

by Jackie Lowery
Lifestyles Editor
The Christmas holidays are here
and whether you celebrate them or
not, it seems like the whole world is on
one giant gift-giving frenzy. So be prepared to receive one of Aunt Edna's too
• Offer soft drinks, fruit juices,
big hand-knitted sweaters or Uncle
Charlie's ugly ties. Malls are crowded
or other alternative Beverages.
with desperate shoppers looking the
right gifts and fake Santas are all over
theplace. Everywhere you turn there's
a newspaper, billboard or a person
• Create a sociable atmosphere
saying there are only so many more
zvith goodfightingand music.
shopping days till Christmas.
I don't mean to sound like the
Grinch who stole Christmas, but me
give a break. There's more to Christ• Make cab service or
mas than buying stuff. Gifts that are
given should have a special meaning designated drivers available.
and not bought just because they're on
sale.
Most of the time it's not the gifts
• (Do ivhatever is necessary to keep friends from drivingthat are remembered, but the thought
put into the gift . So I hope my
drunki even if it means taking their car keys or having suggestions will help bring the spirit
of Christmas back to Christmas.
them spend the night.
• Don't ask someone out right what
they want for Christmas because that
puts them in on the spot. The main
thing here is the element of surprise.
Information taken from the Training for Intervention
Plus, what if they ask for a Mercedes,
Procedures by Servers of Alcohol handout.
then what are you going to do?

• Serve food to sCozv doum the rate
of aCcohoC absorption.

•Simple original gifts like a frame,
gloves or a scarf are very practical and
useful.
•Buying an expensive watch for
someone who constantly misplaces
items is a bad idea.
•Don't, as a last resort, buy a fruitcake. I speak from experience, because
not many of us like that candy brick.
Besides T'd rather have an itchy sweater
first.
• When making food for people,
remember two things: food poison and
staleness. Nothingmakes a person happier than a tin of stale caramel popcorn.
Remember gifts were made to be
enjoyed and treasured - not to be returned or put in the back of the closet.
This year when you make your
New Year's resolutions, keep in mind
that most people break them within
three months. Also when trying to kick
a bad habit, avoid the people, places
and things that you associate with the
habit.
Don't forget to give the earth a
break during Christmas. Use the comic
papers from the newspaper to wrap
gifts instead of buying wrapping. Save
the wrapping paper and bows for next
year. Donate used cards to organizations that use them to make objects
they sell.
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COLLEGE CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
- fisheries
Earn $600+/week in
canneries or $4,000+/
month on fishing boats.
Free transportation!
Room & board! Over
8,000 openings. No
experience necessary.
Male or Female. Get a
head start on this
summer! For employment program call 1206-545-4155
ext.
A5382
SPRING BREAK 93SELL TRIPS, EARN
CASH & GO FREE!!!
StudentTravel Services
is now hiring campus
representatives. Ski

Student housing from
$225 per month
includes all utilities
with many amenities
available including pool.
For more information
call the Rock Hill Inn at
329-2100.

CALL 1-800-648-4849
Semester Break
$9.25 to start. 10 to 30
hours per week during
break. Apply now, begin'
after finals. Can head
to part-time next
semester or summer job.
May work in your
hometown. 556-6565

SERVICES
Word Processing w/
laser printer. Resume
$10; Reports $2/typed
page. 24-hour service in
most cases. lOmin. from
Winthrop.
Accutype 327-9898

ROOMS FOR R E N T

$200/Month. Large
rooms. Kitchen privileges, washer & dryer,
in private home.
324-2203
Leave message.
2 Bedroom Town houses
1 1/2 baths, fullyequipped
kitchen,
swimming pool, and onsite laundry room. $395/
month water and cable
TV included. Located
at Foxfire Apartments
onEbenezerRoad. Call
366-4000 for appointment. Several available
Gray Realty
918 College Ave.
4 Bedroom furnished
house, all appliances
includingwasher/dryer.
Available January 1.
Rent $750/month.
Call 328-6860
for other rates
Roommate wanted for
Deerfield Apartments
in Spring semester.
$160 rent + 1/3 power.
Female preferred. Call
366-9959 for details.

Merry Christmas to all
From:

College Cycles
Don't forget us on your
Christmas List!!
Santa's Helpers
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ESsfc

The Best Steak
In South Carolina

CEM4L
n L C C T 4 NJ

-Plus-

Give the Gift of
Reading
M - F 8-7
E. Main &
Sat 8-6 327-2874 Hampton
Sun 1-6
(Downtown) |

RLargest
ESEAR
CH IVORMAinN
Library of Information In U.S. -

• Burgers
• Sandwiches
• Salads
• Kid's Menu
» Lunch Specials
• Fresh Roasted Peanuts
• Lunch And Dinner Daily

<0 subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COO
to OB. (21 J) 477-8226

Or. rush $2.00 to: Research Information
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-A. Los Angeles. CA 90025

GREEKS & CLUBS

gAOEBSWSB
& SALOON

STEAKHOUSE

RAISE A COOL
*1000

IN JUST ONE WEEKI
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost
You also get a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
justforcalling
1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65

2445 CHERRY ROAD, ROCK HILL
CARRYOUT AVAILABLE
PHONE: 366-8331

EARN TUITION
and
SPENDING MONEY!
Sell ads for The Johnsonian
and you could earn enough
money to pay for your tuition.
Call 323-3698 for details.

Apply now...
The Johnsonian is now taking
applications for chief photographer.
Contact the editor at 323-3419.

Weekly Crossword
" Yuletide "
1
5
9
13
14
15

By Gerry Frey

ACROSS
Labels
Den
Sailboat pole
Got an "A":Slang
Ointment
Celebes ox

16 Yuletide songs
19
20
21
22
23
24
27
28
31
32
33

Pebble Beach need
Circuits on the track
States
New England's NFL
team
Sts. and Blvds. cousin
Astronomer Carl and
family
City in Iowa
Bro.
Detached
African ruler
Museum of Mod. Art

so

51

34 Yuletide
37 Joshes
38 Amerada
39 Distant view
40 Tokyo's former name
41 Large coffee pots
42 Women
43 Mined?
44 Curs
45 Maine's National Park
48 Destiny

7 ICU feedings
8 Bounces back
9 Former Yankee Roger
10 Soon
11 Lone
12 Russian News Agency
14 RBI's, e.g.
17 Slopes
18 Large primates
49 Lowing sound
22 City of lights
52 Yuletide place ?
23 Wrong
55 Metal cans
24
Coeur
56 Consumed
25 Garden pest
57 Italian volcano
26 Greta
58 Blemish
27 Stockpile
59 Loch
Monster
60 Draft animals harnessed 28 Martini &
29 Overact
together
30 Ms. Turner & others
DOWN
32 Correct
1 Diplomacy
33 Unmarried girls
2 Yearn
35 Menace
3 Actor Richard
36 Avoids
4 Star wars initials
41 Author Leon
5 Bulb repositories
42 Dead language
6 Word of concern
1992 All rights reserved GFR Associates
P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
53
54

Keats, e.g.
Boxes
Play parts
Poker or chocolate follower
Cartoonist Peter
Mr. Waller
Companion
"
and The King of
Siam"
Apple eater
West: Life preserver
Allow
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Season's Greetings

mime

?(appy 9{otidays!

javirsfty

Season's
Greetings

Tak

fo?wco2S»i^2110

from

Smnct*** Shop"

Mon. - Fri. 9 - 8
Sat. 9-5
Sun. 1:30-5

POSTMARK
PLUS
WRAP • PACK • SHIP

Your Holiday service center. We
have gifts available. 10% discount with student I.D.

BEA'S

1/2 price
margaritas
Grinao Night

MEXICAN EATERY

sammX
Jl
'T /

9aN&

1648 CELANESE RD.
ROCK HILL, SC
325-7838

10% DISCOUNT
1 < ^ » W I T H WINTHROP
^
^ STUDENT I.D.

gregory's
formal wear

Fraternity and sorority discounts
(803) 3 2 9 - 2 6 1 5
M
W

Angel Nationwide
Insurance
C h a r t e r Eagle Club
Member
wishes all a Merry
Christmas and a Happy
New Year and remember Don't Drink and Drive.

Happy Holidays

(jt%)

Love's Plaza - Rock Hill
366-5171

EY

F,M>

- 3 ^

Nu...

from

JOHNSONIAN
The Wrtthrop Unlvanlty Student Nowipapar

323-3419
323-3698 (ad/fax)

The Commons
327-4121

Exam Week Special
324-2141

Heriong Plaza
Bock Hi*. SC 29732
15% discount during
lunch and dlnnar with
Winthrop Univaratty
ID. Limit ona discount
par parson.
bnakft,

10 % discount with Winthrop ID

|

Space available forfraternity
and sorority parties.

° P aweek yS F e t C h i ° §

|
#*T 1 ]

RESTAURANT

i*-j\
V*

£t Saudi* 9HC.

6-10 M-m.

FfBr>ch F o o d

M<XJ>fa|#

w
1

5:30 a.m.
Until 2 p.m.

pficaj

1 bi I V J i l W J I P ! RESTAURANTh

fc3nJfc3iLLfc£LiLJ MEXC
IANO
Serving Lunch & Dinner
7 Days A Week
Open Christmas Eve

366-6996
1244 Cherry R d . S U J ^

3279943

1025 Camdan Avenue

Rock Hill, S.C. 29730

Behind McDonalds
Thank you to all of o u r
advertisers. Best
wishes for the holiday
season a n d the
upcoming year.

The Johnsonian

•

Best wishes
IfL
during exam kjHW.
week!
Enjoy the
holidays.

LOOK
tNWMY

Season's G r e e t i n g s

Come in and s e e
our in-store specials.

366-6297
Mon. - Thurs. 11:30 - 9:30
Fri.-Sat. 11:30 410:30

V.
\

Northeast Plaza
2443 Cherry Rd.
329-3297

HMBY
ST#P

Tuesday-

¥

%

Good luck on exams!
Have a great holiday.
See you in J a n u a r y !

• 725 Cherry Rd •

328-3141

mKt "* ~

762 C h e r r y R o a d • 327-5131
(Across from the Commons at Winthrop)

The Commons 0 Winthrop

Sigma Nu

for cUCyour Christmas needs.

Thanks for your
s u p p o r t ! See ya'
in J a n u a r y .

10% off w/ Winthrop ID

Final E x a m

-'**

Getaway Rock Htylntl
Study in peace and quiet in your own
room at the Rock Hill Inn. Special
Winthrop exam packages available
starting at $18.95 + tax for an
overnight stay. Wake-up service, copy
and fax machines. Dining room will
be open for your convenience.
329-2100

Happy Holidays
che

from

®)Boobworm

vySfl' /m-mar SOUTH CAROLINA, INC.
"A General Bookstore"

Benefits Plus, Ltd.
Student Health Insurance Plan

C&utfbAn* GKa\m

327-4787
2020 Cherry Rd. - Love's Plaza

*185

for coverage until fall semester 1993.

Call for details.
329-5488
1-800-849-0293

Why luin anything, be yourself.
Rush Sigma Nu.
Call 329-5116.

J g l t Happy Holidays from the staff p p L
of The Johnsonian.
[ Jr

